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OFTEC compliance 
OFTEC’s compliance team works 
hard to ensure that all registered 
businesses and technicians uphold 
the highest standards. However, each 
quarter a few are suspended or have 
their registration revoked. This can be 
for various reasons and means they 
no longer have the right to display 

themselves as OFTEC registered.

From the 14th April 2023 – 3rd 
July 2023 there was a total of 16 
businesses had their membership 
revoked*. 

The revoked businesses are:

Company No. Business Name

13617 ADT Plumbing and Heating Engineers

104199 Advance Renewable Energy Ltd

100417 Anglian PHE Ltd

6589 Benchells

103131 D H Galt Property Ltd

500679 East Anglian Plumbing & Heating Ltd

13646 G Oakley and Sons Ltd

103780 Gibson Heating Services Ltd

103763 Hands On PGE Limited

105657 Hustings and Sons Ltd

102817 M C B Plumbing & Heating

104604 Morgan Heating and Plumbing

500734 Noah's Plumbing and Heating

102568 Ostium Building Solutions Ltd

500722 ProHeating – The Boiler Company

105834 The Cornish Heating Company Ltd

*Businesses do have the right to appeal decisions regarding their status made by OFTEC.  

In July we sent out mailings to Future 
Ready Fuel campaign supporters and 
OFTEC registered technicians, asking 
them to write to their local MP, and 
suggest they support an amendment 
to the Energy Bill put forward by the 
Cornish MP, George Eustice. We had 
a great response and wanted to thank 
everyone who sent in letters.

Getting MP support for renewable 
liquid fuels, by helping them to 
understand the negative impacts of 
the Government’s decarbonisation 
plans, is hugely important to ensuring 
our industry has a future and our 
customers will be treated fairly. 
Sending in the letters also helped 
showcase our work on the HVO 
demonstration trial, which shows we’re 
ready to deliver our solution.

For more information on the Future 
Ready Fuel campaign and our work in 
Parliament, see the article on page 4. 

Thanks for your 
help with the 
Future Ready 
Fuel campaign


